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Some might suggest that international trade hasn’t been
this contentious since before the Great Depression. A number
of developments have caused free traders much concern: the U.K. exit from the E.U., the many policies
put forward by the Trump Administration including labeling China a currency manipulator, the potential
renegotiation of NAFTA, newly imposed import taxes and to some extent, Buy America clauses etc.
Moreover, a number of trade cases have impacted some U.S. imports such that the U.S. steel industry
have effectively implemented a full ground stop on many steel products (though that ground stop
has been short-lived). Moreover, the appointments of Peter Navarro as head of the National Trade
Council and Wilbur Ross as Secretary of Commerce have caused a backlash amongst some freetrade Republicans, importers, traders and some manufacturers, though Bob Lighthizer as U.S. Trade
Representative appears to have broader support.
This administration’s stance on trade has helped galvanize both the case for and against trade. These
arguments center around several themes primarily around the notion that China’s loss is U.S. value-added manufacturers’ gain - if China chooses to “dump” its products at a loss, then shouldn’t value-added manufacturers take the opportunity to purchase [steel and/or other commodities] to increase
their overall cost competitiveness on finished goods? A second argument suggests that trade remedies
merely serve as a Band-Aid anyway and can’t fix “low global steel prices.” In other words, there is too
much supply chasing too much demand and the U.S. should not be in the business of blocking lowpriced imports and maintaining an artificial price prop.
Policy wonks suggest that trade remedies should not be evaluated on current “dumping” criteria but
rather on the basis of an increase in economic welfare within the United States. In other words, whatever
creates the greatest economic net benefit should become the guiding principle when deciding trade
cases. All of these arguments appear persuasive from the outset, yet this paper will suggest the lines
between upstream and downstream manufacturing have blurred. Non-rules based trade should be
unequivocally rejected as a violation of the rule of law. Moreover, existing trade rules and regulations as
established by the World Trade Organization, Congress and U.S. governmental agencies should also be
strictly enforced. Non-rules based trade, such as the practice of circumvention appears to have become
a somewhat professionalized business practice, though it remains illegal.

What is Circumvention?
Circumvention, according to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development refers to,
“Getting around commitments in the WTO such as commitments to limit agricultural export subsidies. It
includes: avoiding quotas and other restrictions by altering the country of origin of a product; measures
taken by exporters to evade anti-dumping or countervailing duties.” Four steel producers filed a petition
in September of last year charging China of circumventing anti-dumping and countervailing duty orders
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for corrosion-resistant carbon steel and cold-rolled carbon steel by sending substrate materials to
Vietnam for processing and re-export. The claim appears to be supported by trade data:

Circumvention also occurred with regard to Whirlpool’s case (see next section). When Samsung and LG
moved washer production from South Korea and Mexico (both subject to the dumping order) to China
to avoid the duties. The practice of circumvention, however, is nothing new. In fact, MetalMiner first
covered a trade case in 2008 involving mattress innersprings from China. Chinese producers received
anti-dumping duties of 165 to 235% while South African and Vietnamese producers received duties of
121 to 116%. Chinese producers began shipping innersprings to Malaysia that were then re-exported
to the U.S. to avoid duties. In trade cases involving furniture, Chinese producers have actually shipped
goods to and through “low duty” factories and even paid those factories commissions to avoid higher
duty rates into the U.S.
The craftiness of global exporters to avoid duties has become somewhat professionalized. Some
Asian-based 3PLs actually offer services to help clients avoid paying duties. A quick web search
highlighted a few:

1. Hanhen Shipping, 3PL Triangular Trade Service Offering
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2. Additional services advertised on LinkedIn

3. Transshipment Documentation 101

According to a Charlotte Biz article last fall, steel producer Nucor experienced circumvention first-hand.
Back in 2007, Nucor bought a company called Harris Steel in Canada. As part of that acquisition, Nucor
also became the owner of a small company called Fisher & Ludlow that makes steel grating (used on
sidewalks and walkways).
Meanwhile, the Chinese were caught dumping grating products into the U.S. and received a significant
trade tariff (40-50%). However, Canada had no duty on grating so you can probably figure out what
happened next. A Chinese company, the CEO in fact, contacted Fisher & Ludlow in writing suggesting
that since “you guys have no tariff going into the U.S., we will send you our gratings and tags as well as
Fisher & Ludlow tags that you can place on the products. Cut off our tags, put your tags on and we’ll
split the tariff.”
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CIRCUMVENTION HURTS ALL INDUSTRIES: Case Study Examples
If one examined the history of anti-dumping trade cases, one would discover, indeed, many of the cases
involve upstream industries such as steel, shrimp, fasteners, lined paper, coated paper, plastics and textiles.
It would be easy to draw a line in the sand and make the argument that “the greater good,” e.g. the
downstream industries, ought to count more heavily than the upstream industries. The problem with that
argument however is that it is fallacious. For example, how should we consider products such as residential
laundry machines? Do those fall into an upstream or downstream industry? If we did a survey of MetalMiner
readers, we’d discover that probably 99.9% or more would say that residential laundry machines would be
considered a downstream industry.
Trade cases are no longer only filed by upstream industries. In fact, Whirlpool filed an anti-dumping
petition in late 2015 against Samsung and LG for dumping washing machines into the U.S. As recently as
January of this year, the U.S. International Trade Commission unanimously ruled against both firms for
selling “China-produced washing machines in the U.S. for less than they cost to make.” This case, more
so than any other, suggests the line between what is considered a value-added industry and what is not
has blurred. Clearly not playing by the rules impacts both upstream and downstream industries. Who is
the winner in this scenario — the American consumer? The arguments put forth by the “free trade camp”
quickly fall down a slippery slope.
Whirlpool does not appear to be an isolated case of a value-added manufacturer impacted by dumped
imports. At least two other value-add industries found themselves in a similar position. The first, SolarWorld
Industries America Inc., filed and won an anti-dumping case against multiple companies from China for
the dumping of solar panels. In addition, that case also examined circumvention, a topic that this paper
will seek to address. In this case, the circumvention involved the use of Taiwanese components used to
make panels, specifically to avoid tariffs. The AMES Companies and the Council Tool Company (a trade
coalition representing several producers) also filed an anti-dumping case for hand-forged tools over the
course of multiple years and multiple sunset reviews. These cases suggest that value-added manufacturers
are not immune from dumped goods. When and where should policymakers draw the line? Is it acceptable
to argue that steel mills should just “take one for the team” but heavy appliance manufacturers such as
Whirlpool should not because they are considered downstream? That hardly makes sense. Rules-based
international trade should apply to all industries and all products.
The U.S. ITC publishes a list of all anti-dumping and countervailing duties orders going back to 1977.
376 Orders make up the tally through 2017 cutting across 11 industries. Though many of those cases apply
to upstream industries, fully 65 orders covered miscellaneous manufactured products and three orders
covered machinery and scientific products or 18% of all anti-dumping and countervailing duties orders
apply to downstream manufacturing industries. In addition to tracking actual trade cases, we note with
interest cases that appear to involve the practice of circumvention.
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Show Us the Data!
Third party research conducted by Xuepeng Liu of Kennesaw State University and Huimin Shi of
Renmin University in August 2016, examined U.S. anti-dumping actions between the years 2002-2006
and the possible correlation between U.S. imports from third countries and Chinese exports to those
same third countries (indicating trade rerouting). Because anti-dumping duties are country, product
and at times individual firm specific, the researchers created both a treatment and a control group. The
volume of cases allowed the research team to run multiple regressions. In addition, the team deployed
a product-country level analysis to conclude that, “anti-dumping actions lead to a stronger positive
correlation between U.S. imports from third countries/regions and Chinese exports to these countries
for the products subject to U.S. anti-dumping duties.” The means for creating these trade flows involve
rerouting products through a third country.
When examining U.S. Census data for steel overall, the data shows trade migration from China to
Vietnam despite overall lower steel import levels to the U.S. during 2016 due to the trade cases. The
data behind the harmonized tariff schedule (HTS) codes for the forms of flat-rolled products named
in trade cases, show a startling migration from China to Vietnam as previously shown, further demonstrating circumvention. We can see similar trade flows for washing machines:
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The Antidote to Circumvention
Clearly circumvention has occurred within the steel industry. Though our analysis on circumvention did
not include other industries, the Whirlpool case suggests circumvention is alive and well in other industries. The violation of WTO trade rules harms both upstream and downstream manufacturers. How can
domestic manufacturers and U.S. manufacturers with a broad global footprint begin to address the real
risk of dumping for both raw material inputs (e.g. commodities) as well as value-added manufactured
goods? There are several ways in which U.S. manufacturers can collaborate:
I.	Addressing oversupply: though we know overcapacity exists for commodities such as steel
and other metals, overcapacity also applies to many other manufactured goods and industries.
Companies tend to dump when too much supply exists. All manufacturers can lobby for the
reduction of overcapacity within their industry.
II.	Pursue trade cases where dumping occurs: bad behavior only gets “checked” against real consequences.
III.	Closely monitor trade flows: as with steel, it would appear bizarre for another country such as
Vietnam to rise out of nowhere and become a powerhouse exporter for an industry with little to no
prior capacity or track record of exports for particular products; file circumvention cases when data
appears compelling that circumvention has occurred, such as the steel case.
IV.	Educate regulators and legislators to continue to deny China MES status: China has failed to
deliver on the reforms it promised when joining the WTO back in 2001. Many of these reforms
would severely limit state-owned entities(SOEs).
V.	Support rules based trade: trade agreements spell out the specific rules that all parties participating must adhere to. Trade enforcement ensures that nobody cheats.
VI.

 he 2015 ENFORCE Act establishes the framework for closer collaboration between Customs &
T
Border Patrol and the private sector. The act, signed into law by President Obama in February of
2016, authorizes U.S. Customs and Border Protection to “ensure a fair and competitive trade environment.” It does so in a number of ways including: strengthening of enforcement capabilities and
methods e.g. bonding, better targeting of high-risk imports, new procedures for AD/CVD cases.
The act also empowers CBP to take action against counterfeit goods as well as protect intellectual
property rights. Finally, the Act prohibits all imported products made from forced labor of any kind.
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Summary and Conclusions
Circumvention remains alive and well across industries. It is an action taken after a company, country
or industry loses an anti-dumping or countervailing duty case — as a result of violating the terms of a
trade agreement. In Vegas, if you cheat at the blackjack table, you can be barred or backroomed. If you
trespass, you can be arrested. If you are backroomed, you will get arrested. Cheating in a casino is a
felony. International trade is no different. If you cheat, you pay the consequences. If you circumvent, you
pay the consequences.
Rules-based trade and rules-based trade enforcement remain critical to the overall health of the entire
U.S. manufacturing economy, not just a few upstream industries. By supporting rules-based trade,
everyone can ensure vibrant free trade enabling companies to compete on a fair and even playing field.
Policymakers should stay out of the business of picking industry winners and losers. A healthy manufacturing economy requires us to do so.
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